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Singtel cast app android

Open the Mac App Store to buy and download apps. Get Cast where you can watch the best entertainment from English, Asia and kids right on your mobile devices. We've packed the latest shows and dramas from the US, Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong and China. We even have great shows, games and channels for kids only. With our download feature, you
can get unlimited downloads and watch your favorite shows anywhere. Cast videos are available for Singtel's Postpaid Mobile, Singtel Broadband and Singtel TV customers, but everyone is invited to try our app out of the guest zone. Cast Features• Download: Download and watch shows wherever you are without worrying about data • Fresh content: Often
look back, And don't miss the latest episodes.• Access Partner Apps: Our content even extends to partner apps - we seamlessly connect you to Viu for the latest Korean drama and Nick Jr for games &amp; entertainment for kids.• SD/HD streaming: Control your data consumption when you stream content• Auto login: seamless login for Singtel postpaid
mobile customers when you're on our 4G network. Available only in Singapore. 12 Nov 2020 version 1.5.3 We are constantly improving our app for more stability, usability and performance. Keep your updates enabled to make sure you don't miss anything: - Performance and Stability Improvements- Bug Fixes Had to review here coz don't get real help from
Singtel 1688. Staff untrained with Cast app. On May 30while watching I changed the channel, the app suddenly no longer offer visual and audio. But the show timer still counts down normally. FYI, had n°A Since Apr preview. Newly installed xx times, TV App Hub reset xx times, TV power reset xx times, Cast app remains all Black No Sound.iPhone mirror son
to TV works, but APP CRASHES if you change CHANNEL. Samsung Tizen Browser can watch LiveTV, but freezes intermittently a few times per hour. Think of subscribing to Jun, but if Cast app problem is unresolved, how to watch directly on Samsung TV? I prefer not to mirror or use TV browser - very uncomfortable. BTW, I am a Singtel customer. Even an
HWZ Forum user commented Cast LiveTV does not stream on its Samsung TV either. Series are not under one title. You have to search for the poster of any season. The show I wanted had 10 seasons. It was looking for a needle in a haystack mainly because the search was terrible and the on-demand section had no search and not all seasons was also
displayed. It was a complete labyrinth to reach it. It took a few hours to even try to get this supplement done. Technical support team said there was an error with my login because hbo, but has not confirmed it. This really shouldn't happen, although if with the Cast TV app, also no search and click through the episode, the full name scrolls, which means that I
have to wait to see if this is the right one. It's really not intuitive No way and prioritize your favorite shows navigation is frustrating and unintuitive The cast app, if HBO even after a conscience to play streaming, UHD is at best. I have a better quality pushing it from my phone to Apple TV. Oh wait, now it works better. You just have to wait until halfway up the
show Really sorry I was really excited to have it and add ons, but Cast app really has a lot of fixing to do and I hope my feedback helps. All hbo live channels are nervous, while on-demand channels are smooth for the same show. There is no way to remove selected shows from the history, and only the ability to do so is to delete anything that is silent if all
other media service providers like Netflix can select shows to remove. In addition, when you finish watching a show in Singtel cast, it still shows on the last played list and simply overload the entire screen when all other apps are automatically removed once completed. Such a lame app confirmed will not subscribe if the user experience is not improved. App
Support Privacy Policy Watch On Demand TV shows and movies directly from your phone, tablet devices, legal! We packed the latest entertainment from Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong and China and curated content for children. With its download feature, you can prepare and then watch on-demand TV shows without having to worry about data. Cast is
currently available to Singtel's Postpaid Mobile subscribers, but everyone is invited to try out our app with its free zone. Our content is updated regularly, so don't be surprised if we pack more entertainment! Cast Features• Download: Download On Demand shows and watch them without worrying about data • SD/HD streaming: Control your player's data
consumption, when you stream instant messages on demand• Live channel display: Live channels such as KBS World, Jia Le and Nickelodeon are available for streaming • Access Partner Apps: Our content extends to partner apps - Viu for the latest Korean drama and Nick Jr for games and entertainment to appeal to children.• Auto Log-on: Singtel Mobile
subscribers can automatically sign up via the Singtel mobile network. Available only in Singapore. With Singtel CAST, you can now watch your favorite movies and series anytime, anywhere on your smartphone and tablet! Also enjoy unlimited downloads of your favorite Korean, Japanese and Chinese dramas! You can also catch the latest Hollywood movies
and also US series, on the same day broadcast as the US. Choose from 4 exciting partner packs: FOX+, HOOQ, Viu Premium, Aneka Plus! Enjoy 3 FREE MONATS from just 4.90 USD/mth! Unlimited Downloads Interruption Display Stream Earlier Full HD
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